New strategic plan sets bold goals for 2020

After more than 18 months of work, Learning Forward’s board of trustees has adopted a new strategic plan. This plan will guide the strategic work of the board and staff for the next seven years.

The plan includes a revised set of beliefs, a new mission statement, a vision (formerly known as Learning Forward’s purpose), and three strategic priority areas: leadership and practice, impact and accountability, and advocacy and policy.

The plan also includes three bold goals, at right, that the board will use to determine the progress the organization is making toward its vision and mission.

Learning Forward’s strategic plan is designed to advance the Standards for Professional Learning nationally and internationally. The standards define the elements essential to educator learning that leads to improved practice and better results for students. With these goals in mind, Learning Forward will work simultaneously to serve its members and influence the wider education field.

Members of the 2010, 2011, and 2012 boards of trustees, affiliate leaders, and all Learning Forward staff members contributed to the plan. The final plan is available on the website at www.learningforward.org/who-we-are/purpose-beliefs-priorities.

BY 2020:
• 10,000 education leaders who participate in effective professional learning will demonstrate significantly improved practice and increased student learning.
• 1,000 schools and organizations worldwide will demonstrate the relationship between professional learning and improved results for educators and students.
• 100,000 individuals will advocate for or change policies and practices that advance effective professional learning.

book club
THE SKILLFUL TEAM LEADER
A Resource for Overcoming Hurdles to Professional Learning for Student Achievement
By Elisa MacDonald

All teams face hurdles. What distinguishes the skillful team leader from a less effective one is his or her approach in overcoming them.

Elisa MacDonald offers a skillful approach to team leadership rooted in values, mindset, intelligence, and skill. Reality-based examples illustrate common team hurdles in collaboration, shared leadership, goal setting and attainment, rigorous discourse, and continuous improvement. This practical guide features:
• Research-based and field-tested solutions for preventing and overcoming hurdles;
• Brief follow-up sections with tips for sustaining positive change;
• Ways to work beyond the team to shape and influence school culture;
• Prompts to apply learning to your own leadership hurdles; and
• A common chapter format for easy reference and flexible use.

Through a partnership with Corwin Press, Learning Forward members can add the Book Club to their membership at any time and receive four books a year for $69 (for U.S. mailing addresses). To receive this book, add the Book Club to your membership before March 31. For more information about this or any membership package, call 800-727-7288 or email office@learningforward.org.
Peter Senge, an internationally recognized thought leader, defines a learning organization as a place “where people continually expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set free, and where people are continually learning how to learn together” (Senge, 2006).

Learning Forward is a learning organization committed to continuously searching for innovative strategies to advance its purpose and vision. This is demonstrated through Learning Forward’s recent update to its strategic plan, identifying three priority areas: leadership and practice, impact and accountability, and advocacy and policy.

The first priority area, leadership and practice, reflects Learning Forward’s commitment to strengthening the capacity of classroom, school, and system leaders to advance effective professional learning. How will Learning Forward do this? By pledging to:

- Support leaders to develop and sustain cultures and conditions for continuous improvement;
- Develop and disseminate resources to assist leaders in strengthening individual, team, school, and system-based professional learning; and
- Leverage innovation and technology to scale effective professional learning.

To measure the success of these efforts, Learning Forward will document 10,000 education leaders who have participated in effective professional learning and demonstrated significantly improved practice and increased student learning.

Learning Forward’s second priority area is impact and accountability, with a focus on increasing the capacity of educators to measure and document professional learning outcomes. One way to do this is by showcasing schools and organizations that demonstrate effective examples of professional learning, providing benchmarks from which others can learn.

You can help Learning Forward achieve this strategy by sharing your own success stories. Whether applying for the Shirley Hord Learning Team Award, telling the story of your school’s participation in the Learning School Alliance, or simply sharing the positive impacts of professional learning in your school, you can let the world know that effective professional learning makes a difference for children. Over the next several years, Learning Forward hopes to hear from 1,000 schools and organizations that can document the impact of their work.

The final priority area is advocacy and policy, where Learning Forward’s goal is to increase the demand for effective professional learning. This involves informing educators, the public, and policymakers about effective professional learning and its impact on professional practice and student learning, and promoting policies at all levels that align with and advance the Standards for Professional Learning. Learning Forward hopes to enlist 100,000 educators in this effort.

Do those goals sound ambitious? They should. However, the staff of Learning Forward can’t do this alone. This will require all educators to engage in and advocate for professional learning so that we create the conditions in all schools that result in all students experiencing success today so they see no limits to what they can achieve in their future. As Albert Einstein once said, “If at first the idea is not absurd, then there is no hope for it.”
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**Ambitious goals highlight the important — and difficult — tasks that lie ahead**
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- Leverage innovation and technology to scale effective professional learning.
- To measure the success of these efforts, Learning Forward will document 10,000 education leaders who have participated in effective professional learning and demonstrated significantly improved practice and increased student learning.
- Learning Forward’s second priority area is impact and accountability, with a focus on increasing the capacity of educators to measure and document professional learning outcomes. One way to do this is by showcasing schools and organizations that demonstrate effective examples of professional learning, providing benchmarks from which others can learn.
- You can help Learning Forward achieve this strategy by sharing your own success stories. Whether applying for the Shirley Hord Learning Team Award, telling the story of your school’s participation in the Learning School Alliance, or simply sharing the positive impacts of professional learning in your school, you can let the world know that effective professional learning makes a difference for children. Over the next several years, Learning Forward hopes to hear from 1,000 schools and organizations that can document the impact of their work.
- The final priority area is advocacy and policy, where Learning Forward’s goal is to increase the demand for effective professional learning. This involves informing educators, the public, and policymakers about effective professional learning and its impact on professional practice and student learning, and promoting policies at all levels that align with and advance the Standards for Professional Learning. Learning Forward hopes to enlist 100,000 educators in this effort.
- Do those goals sound ambitious? They should. However, the staff of Learning Forward can’t do this alone. This will require all educators to engage in and advocate for professional learning so that we create the conditions in all schools that result in all students experiencing success today so they see no limits to what they can achieve in their future. As Albert Einstein once said, “If at first the idea is not absurd, then there is no hope for it.”
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Robert Tess named Learning Forward’s director of marketing

Robert Tess, a veteran of marketing in for-profit and nonprofit organizations, is Learning Forward’s new director of marketing.

In this role, Tess is responsible for marketing the Learning Forward brand and for the marketing of memberships, conferences, programs, services, products, and publications. In partnership with Learning Forward’s senior staff, Tess will develop specific strategies to elevate the organization’s presence.

“Bob’s wealth of experience in both for-profit and nonprofit settings will provide strong leadership in how Learning Forward serves its constituents and presents itself to the educator community,” said Stephanie Hirsh, Learning Forward’s executive director. “Bob has effectively led marketing efforts from strategy creation through tactical implementation in nonprofit associations with the same scope of operations as Learning Forward and will be an invaluable addition to our team.”

Tess’s experience includes marketing management roles with Verizon and other for-profit corporations as well as senior marketing leadership roles in nonprofits Meeting Professionals International and Enactus USA.

“I am very excited to be joining the Learning Forward team,” Tess said. “The importance of the organization’s mission of advancing educator effectiveness and student results has never been more critical.”

Tess holds a bachelor’s degree in accounting and an MBA from the University of South Florida.
A new workbook will assist states and districts in conducting a self-guided review of professional learning policies.

Professional Learning Policy Review: A Workbook for States and Districts, a Learning Forward publication, is a six-phase review process that contains 29 tools as well as links to resources for accessing and studying professional learning policies.

Tools include recommendations for the leadership team members, meeting agendas, protocols, analysis guides, report outlines, and follow-up timelines.

The goal of the workbook’s review process is to identify strengths and gaps of current professional learning policies, assess their effectiveness, and recommend improvements that will create and sustain a comprehensive professional learning system that increases educator effectiveness and results for all students.

“The policy review workbook is a valuable tool for state and district leaders,” says Stephanie Hirsh, Learning Forward’s executive director. “In order to develop and promote effective practice of professional learning, we need to establish strong policy, and that is what the workbook aims to help state and district leaders do.”

NETWORKS FOCUS ON COMMON CORE

Building on its Transforming Professional Learning initiative, Learning Forward has launched a new project that will establish three key networks to strengthen educators’ capacity to implement Common Core State Standards and new assessments.

The new initiative, Transforming Professional Learning to Prepare College- and Career-Ready Students: District, State, & Affiliate Networks, focuses on large urban school districts, state education agencies, and Learning Forward state affiliates.

The project’s goal is to improve student learning experiences in high-poverty schools and school districts by supporting application of findings from the Transforming Professional Learning initiative and related resources.

Network members will have access to bimonthly webinars focusing on free resources and tools, online communities to network and address problems of practice, technical assistance and coaching, face-to-face meetings, and virtual conferences. Project participants receive a free organizational membership in Learning Forward as well as access to an electronic library of resources and tools.

Learning Forward hopes to extend the impact of the Transforming Professional Learning project to every state and large school system through a systematic investment in groups of educators in state departments of education, large school districts, and Learning Forward state affiliates.

LEARNING FORWARD CALENDAR

April 30: Deadline to save $50 off registration for the 2013 Summer Conference.
July 21-24: Learning Forward’s 2013 Summer Conference in Minneapolis, Minn.